
This S.T.E.A.M. kit was created by a generous donation from                     

West Bend Optimist Club (December 2016) 

- Play and build your way through puzzles and games 
- Learn about the importance of water preservation 
- Explore force, acceleration, buoyancy, heat, elasticity and gravity 
- Practice fractions, spelling, graphs, division, geometry, and more  

Launchpads provide high-quality, ad-free learning apps.                        
100% secure, No risk of exposure to unintended content!  

PROBLEM SOLVER!                                                               

Ages 8-10, Grade 3 to 5, Kit Barcode:  33357004874926 

AC ADAPTER                                 

Here’s what’s included with “Problem Solver!” Launchpad                 
7 DAY LOAN and $1.00/day overdue fee / Kit Replacement Cost: $125 + $5 processing fee                        

LAUNCHPAD USB CHARGER 

See back for a description of apps on this device.  



“Problem Solver!” Launchpad contains the following apps: 
 
Treasure Dash Math: Multiplication - Learning multiplication is fun with Treasure Dash Math! This app is for 
beginning to intermediate level multiplication learners, and is aligned with Common Core Standards. Stu-
dents learn multiplication concepts (including interpreting arrays and multiplication properties), practice mul-
tiplication problems, and apply their knowledge to real-life situations with word problems. 
 
Kiwi Blocks - Kiwi Blocks is a fun new concept where the objective is to smash bricks, collect coins, and leap 
over platforms and leaping frogs. Miss one brick and it's game over, so make sure to smash every brick along 
the way. Fun for the entire family. 
 
Fourth Grade Learning Games - 10 all-new educational mini-games for 4th Graders! Help them learn im-
portant topics like fractions, spelling, graphs, division, geometry, grammar and more all while they are playing 
fun and engaging mini-games. They won't even realize they're learning important 4th grade concepts as they 
fly spaceships, race cars, and throw darts. 
 
Get Water! - This fun and educational game introduces kids to the water crisis and helps them think critically 
about the topic of water and its direct impact on education. Travel with Maya on her quest for clean water. 
The more water Maya can get, the faster she can get back to school; and the more she learns, the more effi-
ciently she can get water. 
 
Angle Asteroid - Danger! Low fuel! Danger! Your spaceship is stranded in the middle of an enormous asteroid 
field. The only way you can get it out is by carefully adjusting the angle of your craft, so your laser can blast 
away the incoming asteroids. Get ready for out-of-this-world geometry fun! 
 
Art Puzzle: Sliding Pieces - This fun app introduces kids and adults to some of the world's greatest paintings! 
Puzzles are created by slicing the painting into strips and scrambling them. To solve the puzzle simply slide 
the slices into the right position in as few moves as possible. 
 
Blox 3D Junior - Blox 3D Junior is a fun and easy way for kids to learn 3D modelling. Create beautiful objects 
in a simple and intuitive manner using tap and pull. Blox has been designed to develop children's creativity 
and visualization skills. Unique turntable mode rotates and builds 3D models as a teaching tool. 
 
Booksy : My First Science - Think of Booksy as training wheels for books. It gives kids independence and secu-
rity while providing help and support. Watch them glow with pride as they are able to read these science-
themed books by themselves and gain independence. 
 
Matchstick Math Puzzle - Solve puzzling math equations by moving only one matchstick! Works as a great 
brain-teasing casual game for all ages, and can be used to help kids learn arithmetic (addition and subtrac-
tion) in a fun way! 
 
ThinkRolls - Kids will have a blast navigating their Thinkrolls through a series of obstacles in brightly patterned 
mazes. Each chapter introduces a new object with unique physical properties which kids discover through 
hands-on manipulation. Little players encounter and use to their advantage force, acceleration, buoyancy, 
heat, elasticity and gravity to get their Thinkrolls where they need to go.  


